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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to provide referential integrity between the Offices
table and Employees table.
Which code segment or segments should you add at line 27 of
Tables.sql? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution.
Choose all that apply.)
A. Option B
B. Option A
C. Option D
D. Option C
Answer: C,D
Explanation:

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms189049.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are modifying a star schema data mart that feeds order data
from a Microsoft Azure SQL Database database into a SQL Server
Analysis Services (SSAS) cube. The data mart contains two large
tables that include flags and indicators for some orders. There
are 100 different flag columns, each with 10 different
indicator values. Some flags reuse indicators. The tables both
have a granularity that matches the fact table.
You have the following requirements:
- Allow users to slice data by all flags and indicators. Modify the date dimension table to include a surrogate key of a
numeric data type and add the surrogate key to the fact table.
- Use the most efficient design strategy for cube processing
and queries.
You need to modify the schema.
What should you do? (More than one answer choice may achieve
the goal. Select the BEST answer.)
A. Define the surrogate key as a BIGINT data type. Combine the
distinct flag/indicator combinations into a single dimension.
B. Define the surrogate key as an INT data type. Combine the
distinct flag/indicator combinations into a single dimension.
C. Define the surrogate key as an INT data type. Create a
single fact dimension in each table for its flags and
indicators.
D. Define the surrogate key as a BIGINT data type. Create a
single fact dimension in each table for its flags and
indicators.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
What will the following Linux command accomplish? dd
if=/dev/mem
of=/home/sam/mem.bin bs=1024
A. Copy the master boot record to a file
B. Copy the running memory to a file
C. Copy the contents of the system folder em?to a fileCopy the
contents of the system folder ?em?to a file
D. Copy the memory dump file to an image file
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
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A. 3 * 4ï¼š2
B. 4 * 3ï¼š2
C. 2 * 4ï¼š3
D. 2 * 3ï¼š4
Answer: A
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